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Structural and electronic properties of coiled and curled carbon nanotubes having a large number
of pentagon–heptagon pairs
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A family of Haeckelite nanotubes is generated by rolling up a two-dimensional threefold coordinated carbon
network composed of pentagon-heptagon pairs and hexagons in proportion 2:3. The corresponding two-
dimensional network is highly strained due to the presence of adjacent pentagons and heptagons. When the
sheet is folded into a cylinder, part of the strain is released by having the pentagons protrude outward, and
sometimes inward the tube. Due to that property, a large variety of structures can be generated such as coiled,
screwlike, curled, and pearl-necklace-like nanotubes. All the Haeckelite nanotubes obtained in this work are
semiconductors, some having a small band gap. Scanning-tunneling microscopy images, computed for a few
Haeckelite nanotubes, show salient topographic protrusions at the location of the pentagon pairs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon is a remarkable element that shows a variety
stable structures ranging from three-dimensional~3D! dia-
mond to 0D fullerenes through 2D graphite and 1D na
tubes. These different forms are the consequence of the
eral possible electronic configurations of carbon. The rec
discovery that fullerenes and nanotubes can form spont
ously under special but quite versatile conditions has b
followed by the observation that graphitic carbon can ad
many types of curvatures. Depending on the prepara
techniques and conditions, different kinds of structures h
been revealed by high-resolution transmission-electron
croscopy~HRTEM!, scanning-tunneling microscopy~STM!
and atomic force microscopy, such as carbon onio1

tripods,2 helices,3 rings4 and tori,5 disks and cones,6

nanohorns,7 and Y-branched tubes.8–10 Most of these struc-
tures can be explained if one incorporates pentagons
heptagons or larger polygons in the carbon honeyco
network.11

Pentagons are certainly present in fullerenes, nano
caps,12 and nanocones.6 The presence of heptagons is su
pected in some negatively curved parts of multiw
nanotubes,12,13 in ideal Y-type tube connections,14 and more
in sophisticated nanotube junctions.15 Pentagons and hepta
gons are very often grouped in pairs16 or in the form of
Stone-Wales defects which are associations of two s
pairs. A systematic atomic resolution study of single-w
carbon nanotubes grown by laser ablation revealed that a
10% of the nanotubes show intramolecular junctions, i
localized defects which may change the chirality of the str
ture and have a clear signature in STM.17 In the topographic
STM images of these regions, the altered electronic struc
due to the defects dominates over the atomic struct
Atomic models in which fused heptagon-pentagon pairs w
incorporated in combination with tight-binding calculatio
made it possible to identify possible defect structures ba
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on measured and calculated scanning-tunneling spectros
~STS! data.

The presence of pentagon–heptagon pairs, and more
cifically Stone-Wales defects, in nanotubes is highly s
pected, perhaps at a part per hundred level,18 although no
direct observation can confirm this. In direct connection w
this high concentration of defects, a large quantity of pen
gons and heptagons is actually required in ideal hel
coiled nanotubes to bend the structure.19 In fact, helical
structures can be produced at high yield by catalytic che
cal vapor deposition~CVD!.3,20 Recently, the production o
double- and triple-strand coiled carbon nanotubes was
ported too.21 The problem is to explain how pentagons a
heptagons can be incorporated regularly in the structure
ing the nanotube growth process in order to generate a r
lar pitch and diameter of the helix.

As an alternative to the periodic insertion of pentago
and heptagons in the honeycomb network, La´szlóand Rassat
have proposed to start with planar patterns of azulene u
which are fused pentagon-heptagon pairs.22 Rolling up a
stripe of azulenes, possibly mixed with hexagons, leads
tube that automatically bends and may close itself in
torus.23,24 This construction resembles the one used to g
erate Haeckelites nanotubes, which contain roughly eq
numbers of pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons, but re
straight cylinders.25 Recently, Biróet al. applied the idea of
László and Rassat by assembling more complex pattern
azulenes and hexagons, and showed that specific wrapp
of these structures lead to a new variety of toroidal, coil
screwlike, and pearl-necklace-like structures.26 The coiling
appears naturally by rolling up a Haeckelite-like stripe a
does not demand the insertion of additional polygons. T
building blocks are azulene and hexagonal units in prop
tions that can vary from 2:1 to 2:3. In the coiled nanotub
produced by CVD, it is not impossible that such a high co
centration of azulene units in the structure is the result o
fast kinetic that leads to metastable states due to the
growth temperature.
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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II. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The structures were generated by rolling up a perfe
threefold coordinated carbon network as shown in Fig.
This network is a periodic tilling made of azulene units~5–7
pairs! and hexagons generated by placing 57-336 unit cells
side by side, described in detail earlier.26 This kind of stripe
is built of three hexagons and two azulene units~at the ends!
per unit cell, which contains 14 atoms. The hexagons are
regular because the structure was optimized in the plane
periodic boundary conditions. The primitive vectors of th
structureaW 1 and aW 2 have lengths of 0.700 and 0.522 nm
respectively, and the angle between them is 97.8°.

Stripes of the Haeckelite-like 2D network shown in Fig.
were rolled up following the usual wrapping rules used f
graphitic nanotubes. In this construction, the site at the ori
of the primitive vectorsaW 1 and aW 2 is superimposed on the

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Regular tiling of the plane with hexagon
and azulene units in proportion 3:2. The unit cell is defined by

primitive vectorsaW 1 and aW 2. The bonds shared by two pentagon
~‘‘stressors’’! have been highlighted by black dots. In~a!, a 737
cell is shown to illustrate the wrapping vectors~7,0!, ~0,7!, and~7,7!
along the special directions (n,0), (0,n), and (n,n). The stressors
closest to the wrapping vectors are encircled. Rows of stressors
indicated by the thin solid lines defining the anglesa, b, andg.
These rows will generate helical patterns along the structure. In~b!,
the wrapping vectors~4,2!, ~5,2!, ~4,4!, and~2,6! are represented by
arrows. The asymmetrically placed stressors in the unit cell~5,2!
are highlighted by encircling. In the unit cell~2,6!, all stressors are
symmetrically placed around the wrapping vector. The dashed-
circle corresponds to a critical nanotube radius of 0.45 nm ab
which some stressors can dip inward toward the structure~see text!.
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site located atCW h5naW 11maW 2 and the tube (n,m) is ob-
tained. The length of the rolled-up structures corresponde
10 to 15 units along theaW 2 vector whenn>m, or 8 to 12
units along theaW 1 vector in the other cases. The atomic stru
ture of the perfectly cylindrical nanotube so generated w
then fully relaxed with a conjugate-gradient algorithm, usi
the Brenner-Tersoff potential. The energy of the optimiz
structures listed in Table I is the average energy of the th
fold coordinated atoms. In such a way, the effects of the o
ends are partly eliminated.

The network shown in Fig. 1, in a similar way to th
graphene sheet in the case of rolling up straight car
nanotubes,27 possesses a number of particular rolling dire
tions: the two axes (n,0) and (0,n), and the line (n,n). On
the other hand due to the much lower symmetry of the n
work than that for graphene, all the points with (n.0,m)
define individual structures. The~0,0! point also has some
pecularities. It is close to constituting an inversion center
structures which can be generated so that all the struct
(n.0,m) will have an almost structurally identical corre
spondent in the half plane for whichn,0. Due to the fact
that the origin of the axes is fixed at one apex of a heptag
it cannot be a real inversion center, still the objects defin
by (n,m) and (2n,2m) will have structures very close to
each other.

In Fig. 1 the common bond of the two adjacent pentago
was highlighted by heavy dots, because in all the tubu
structures generated, this bond was found to be a stress
centrator placed in regions with strong local curvature. Th
bonds will be called from here onstressors. The unit cell
defined by~1,1! contains one such stressor. The stressors
generate regions of protruding~positive stressor! or dipping
~negative stressor! local curvature, which will spiral along
the tube. In Fig. 1~a! the distribution of the stressors aroun
the circumference of three tubular structures~7,7!, ~7,0!, and
~0,7! have been further highlighted by encircling. These w
be used to discuss the three particular directions mentio
above. As in the case of nanotubes generated from graph

TABLE I. List of Haeckelite nanotubes that were generat
from the planar network shown in Fig. 1. Wrapping indices a
(n,m), initial diameter d5Ch /p, energy per atom isDE, and
width of the topological band gap isEg .

(n,m) d ~nm! DE ~eV/atom! Eg ~eV!

~1,0! 0.223 26.38
~2,0! 0.446 26.81
~3,0! 0.669 26.92 0.67
~4,0! 0.892 27.00 ;0.1
~1,1! 0.259 26.69
~2,2! 0.519 26.96
~3,3! 0.778 26.98 0.57
~4,4! 1.038 27.04 0.48
~0,4! 0.665 27.06 0.65
~3,2! 0.705 26.93 0.76
~2,6! 1.036 27.08 0.40
~5,2! 1.119 27.02 ;0.1
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the wrapping vector will become a closed curve~not neces-
sarily a circle in the case of smalln) on the tubular structure
which defines a plane locally perpendicular to the tube a
even in the case of more complex shapes. The safest wa
decide the number of stressor stripes spiraling along the
cumference of a tubular structure is to count the numbe
highlighted heavy dots closest to the wrapping vector.
discussed later on in this section, it may happen that no
stressors will generate protrusions, in which case the sur
will be curved locally in such a way that the continuity of th
stripe generated by the spiraling positive stressor is m
tained. In this way, one can easily observe that the numbe
such stripes, called the ‘‘multiplicity’’ of the tubular struc
ture, will be seven for all the structures discussed in t
paragraph. The angles under which these seven rows of
trusions are seen from the wrapping vector is different
each of the~7,7!, ~7,0!, and~0,7! structures. This means tha
the pitch of the multiple helices will be different for eac
tube. In order to save computing capacity the three discus
notable directions are illustrated forn54. The structures
were generated as described above.

In Fig. 2 the views close to the axial~viewing along the
axis! and the longitudinal views~viewing perpendicular to
the axis! are shown for the tubular structures~4,4!, ~4,0!, and
~0,4!. One may notice that for all the structures, even for
very ‘‘crumbled’’ ~4,0!, there is either zero or a multiple o
four stressors in any section of the tubular structure, p
vided the borders of the section are chosen normal to
tube axis. Another common feature is that in the axial vie

FIG. 2. Atomic structures of open-end nanotubes with indi
~4,4!, ~4,0!, and~0,4! viewed from a direction perpendicular to th
axis ~top! or close to the axis~bottom!.
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one finds four stripes spiraling around the tubular structu
On the other hand the pitch values and the left or right ha
edness are different for each object. An interesting feat
worth pointing out for~4,0! is the occurrence of some of th
highlighted bonds in cavities~negative stressor! so deep, that
the two neighboring positive stressors on the sides of
cavity are almost at the same distance as the side by
positive stressors~Fig. 2, longitudinal view!. While ~4,4! is
close to a circular section tube, which has some local pro
sions,~0,4! is a necklace of pearls. The ‘‘pearls’’ are made
stressor rows that encircle the nanotube at regular inter
along the axis, with rings of heptagons between them wh
a negative curvature is realized. It is worth mentioning th
the bonding energy per atom for this structure
27.06 eV, below that of the planar Haeckelite sheet of F
1, 26.83 eV, and close to the value for a graphene she
27.37 eV. Another interesting feature of this structure
that it can be easily amplified, i.e., by inserting addition
polygons in the equatorial region, one may increase the
of the ‘‘pearls.’’

A particular case of the (n,n)-type structures has to b
mentioned: the~1,1! case. For this structure in any section
the 0.56-nm length of the tube, one finds zero or one posi
stressor. This means that there is no stress compens
within the section and this will lead to the curling of the tub
~curling is discussed previously in Ref. 26!. For the ~2,2!
case, there will be zero or a multiple of two stressors in a
section of the tube. The two stress concentrators are pla
in such a way that they face each other, so that the stre
equilibrated and a somewhat flattened double helix is p
duced~Fig. 3!, like the one discussed in Ref. 26.

The first three structures situated on the (n,0) axis are
shown in Fig. 4:~1,0! is a nice coil similar to the one alread

s

FIG. 3. Atomic structures of open-end nanotubes~1,1! and~2,2!
viewed from two directions.
3-3
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FIG. 4. Atomic structures of
open-end nanotubes~1,0!, ~2,0!,
and ~3,0! viewed from two direc-
tions.
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discussed in our earlier paper.26 Here again, the coiling is due
to the asymmetric position of the single stressor within
unit cell. The structures~2,0! and ~3,0! gain an increasingly
circular section tube aspect with increasingn. Starting from
the tube~4,0! shown in Fig. 2, the stress resulted from rollin
the planar structure into a tube has decreased sufficient
allow some of the stressors to occupy an inward position.
example, the tube~7,0! will have a structure in which both
the dips and the protrusions spiral regularly along the tu
Apparently, there is a radius limit, around 0.5 nm, ov
which the stress due to the cylindrical curvature is lo
enough to allow inward dips for some stressors. Howe
not all tubular structures with a larger radius will show dip
While none of the structures that we investigated in de
shows dips below this radius, there are structures with a s
metric distribution of stressors around the wrapping vec
such as~4,4! or ~2,6!, Fig. 1~b!, which have a larger radiu
than 0.5 nm and do not present dips. On the other hand
structures with an asymmetric distribution of stressors, s
as ~5,2! and ~4,2!, show dips.~4,3!, next to~4,4!, has a flat-
tened out, twisted ribbonlike shape due to the dips.

The region between the (n,n) and the (n,0) axes contains
tubular-type structures (n,m), where nÞm and n,mÞ0,
such as the ones shown in Fig. 5. The number of stre
stripes in the structure is equal ton3m, however, not nec-
essarily all stressors are ‘‘visible’’ when scanning along
tube axis. For example, in the case of structure~5,2!, half of
the stressors are situated in cavities. Figure 1~b! shows the
stressor arrangement for this structure. The stressors w
are not equilibrated by corresponding stressors on the o
side are highlighted by encircling. There is an observation
be made: the stresses on the left- and right-hand sides o
wrapping vector are not equal; this will yield a mild curv
ture of the structure, which may be the indication of sup
20541
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FIG. 5. Atomic structures of open-end nanotubes~5,2! and~3,2!
viewed from two directions. The slight curling of the nanotube a
can be seen by refering to the thin vertical lines.
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coiling with a very large radius of curvature. As shown
Fig. 5, the~3,2! tube also shows a mild curvature due to t
nonsymmetrical distribution of the stressor around the wr
ping vector such as for the~5,2! case, but here all stresso
are visible on protrusions, so that six stressor stripes are
ible parallel to the tube axis, and the individual stressors
be grouped in three spirals coiling around the tube. A sim
arrangement of stressors is found for~2,6!, but the number of
axial stripes is 12.

III. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

The electronic densities of states of the Haeckelite na
tubes were computed with a tight-binding Slater-Kos
Hamiltonian that incorporates the four 2s and 2p valence
orbitals of C. The tight-binding hopping parameters us
were taken from Ref. 28. In all the optimized structures,
bond lengths were found to lie in a narrow interval arou
0.142 nm, of 2–4 pm width, typically. The correspondi
strain of the bonds was accounted for by allowing the h
ping parameters to vary according to ad22 law. The effects
of electron transfer from the heptagons to the pentagons w
neglected. These charge transfers could have been tre
self-consistently. However, this procedure was not und
taken because, to our best knowledge, there is no result
density-functional theory with which to compare. Instea
the electronic structures of Haeckelite structures25,29 pub-
lished so far were obtained with a tight-binding Hamiltoni
similar to ours, without charge transfers. Only the nanotu
with a diameter larger than 0.6 nm were considered in
study, because the tight-binding Hamiltonian may not be
curate enough for carbon nanotubes with small diamet
The nanotubes are listed in Table I. Interestingly enough
the nanotubes were found to be semiconductors. By comp
son, the Haeckelite nanotubes of Ref. 25 were all metall

Here, the infinite, two-dimensional Haeckelite sheet h
ing the flat structure of Fig. 1, from which the nanotub

FIG. 6. Tight-bindingp density of states of the two-dimension
Haeckelite network of Fig. 1 calculated with the hopping interact
g0522.77 eV~Ref. 28!. The Fermi level is located in the zero ga
at -0.43 eV. The inset shows the first Brillouin zone of the Hae
elite plane, the two black circles are the Fermi points, and the
rows indicate the axial directions of the (n,0) and (0,n) nanotubes.
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were rolled up, is a zero-gap semiconductor like graphe
The density of states of this structure, calculated with thep
electrons only, is shown in Fig. 6. Because it is a plan
structure, thep states do not couple to thes states. The zero
of energy is the energy of the C 2p orbital. Two p bands
cross each other at the Fermi energy located atEF5
20.43 eV. This crossing takes place at two points in the fi
Brillouin zone, symmetrically located with respect to theG
point at a distance of 0.25 Å21 ~see the inset of Fig. 6!. Due
to the absence of symmetry in the first Brillouin zone, alm
all the nanotubes built from Fig. 1 will be semiconducto
because it is unlikely that the Fermi wave vector of the
sheet be an allowed wave vector of the nanotube when cy
periodic conditions are imposed along the circumference,
cept for large diameters.

As illustrative examples, the densities of states of th
nanotubes are shown in Fig. 7. For each tube, the solid-
curve is the density of states~DOS! computed with the
Slater-Koster Hamiltonian, taking into account the bo
strain as explained above. The DOS so obtained depend
the details of the geometry optimization. The positive a
negative curvatures of the structure generated by the pe
gons and heptagons is indeed responsible for a strong mi
betweenp and s states. The effects of this mixing can b
measured by comparing the four-electron DOS with the o
obtained with thep electrons only, assuming further that th
hopping parameter is independent of both the bond len
and the relative orientation of thep orbitals. In so doing, a
purely topological part of the DOS is determined. It is re
resented by the dashed-line curves in Fig. 7, which can
directly compared to thep DOS of the flat sheet shown in
Fig. 6. This topological DOS is robust, since it is indepe
dent of the structural optimization. Thes-p mixing clearly
affects the density of states, even close to the Fermi level
comparison with the topological gap, the band gap obtai
by the Slater-Koster Hamiltonian is modified in position a
width by a few tenths of an eV. However, thes-p mixing
and the bond strain do not modify qualitatively the importa
result that the nanotubes all are semiconductors. The b
gap, centered onEF , is located slightly below the energy o
the C 2p orbital unlike the case of the semiconductin
single-wall graphitic nanotubes where the gap is centered
the position of the 2p orbital. Here, the presence of odd
membered rings destroys the electron-hole symmetry, wh
shifts the gap down. There is an effect of the wrapping in
ces of the width of the topological band gap, the overall r
being that increasing diameter decreases the gap~see Table
I!. The nanotube~5,2! is nearly metallic. It has a small ban
gap of about 0.1 eV, not totally formed due to a broaden
function used in the DOS calculations, and which only a
pears as a dip nearE520.45 eV in the topological DOS o
Fig. 7~c!. All the nanotube densities of states shown in Fig
present a peak at around21 eV that is already present in th
p DOS of the 2D Haeckelite plane, Fig. 6.

IV. COMPUTED STM IMAGES

It is difficult to obtain atomic resolution with the
scanning-tunneling microscope on nanotubes grown by c

-
r-
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FIG. 7. Tight-bindings1p ~full line! andp-only ~dashed line! densities of states of the nanotubes~0,4!, ~3,3!, and~5,2! calculated with
the Mintmire and White parameters~Ref.28!. All the tubes are semiconductors. The zero of energy is the position of the C 2p orbital.
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lytic CVD.30 It is a fact that these nanotubes are produce
lower temperature than that realized with laser ablation
arc discharge techniques. For that reason, the CVD na
tubes have probably more defects than the ones produce
the other, high-temperature techniques~see discussion be
low!. It is therefore interesting to explore by computer sim
lation whether the atomic resolution of a nanotube can
deed be lost when a large number of defects are incorpor
in the structure. The Haeckelite nanotubes are good ca
dates to deal with for that purpose.

Constant-current STM images of Haeckelite nanotu
were computed with a tight-binding formalism.31 This for-
malism has been shown to agree fairly well with Terso
Hamann density-functional theory of STM in the case
perfect carbon nanotubes.32 For the sake of simplicity, only
the p orbitals of the nanotube were considered. This is j
tified because for the bias potential used, the density of st
is dominated by thep-electron states. A general observati
that can be made from these calculations is that the prot
ing stressors in the Haeckelite nanotubes give rise to max
of tunneling current. This is a general property of the pe
tagonal defects in carbon nanotubes that gives rise to sa
features in the STM images.33,34 One clearly sees hillocks
associated with the pentagon pairs in the STM image of~3,3!
displayed in Fig. 8~a!. This nanotube is characterized b
three rows of positive stressors that spiral around the na
tube. The stressors do not protrude very much, 0.75 Å ab
the average radius of the nanotube. Nevertheless, they
rise to remarkable corrugation in the STM image. Althou
only the topmost section of the nanotube is seen in the c
puted STM image, still it is possible to identify rows o
stressors from the bright features, oriented at 38° with
spect to the tube axis and spiraling around the structure

In a similar way the positive stressors generate max
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FIG. 8. Computed STM images of two Haeckelite nanotub
with indices~a! ~3,3! and~b! ~0,4!. A top view of the atomic struc-
ture is displayed above the STM image, both with the same s
along the axial direction. The Fermi level of the tip is 0.1-eV abo
the C 2p atomic orbital ~which corresponds to10.1 eV in the
density of states represented by dashed lines in Fig. 7!.
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STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205413 ~2003!
for the pearl-necklace-like~0,4! nanotube shown in Fig. 8~b!.
Regularly spaced hillocks of protrusions are clearly se
with an elongated shape oriented parallel to the stress
They are separated by sharp dips associated with the h
gons.

Another remarkable characteristic of the computed S
images is that it is impossible to recognize the atomic str
ture of the Haeckelite nanotubes from the topography. T
number of pentagons and heptagons is so large that the
tronic density of states is deeply perturbed. The perturba
is not evenly distributed on the atoms, so that the ima
atomic structure is strongly deformed by the electronic
fects. This observation confirms recent calculations of
STM image of zigzag and armchair nanotube tapers whe
series of pentagon-heptagon pairs masks the underl
atomic structure.35

V. DISCUSSION

As is well known, the multiwall carbon nanotube
~MWCNTs! grown by various low-temperature method
usually based on the use of some kind of catalytic proc
and low growth temperatures in the range of 600 ° –800
frequently present random curvature. This is clearly oppo
to the arc grown MWCNTs, which usually are straight,
though, under certain special conditions, these tubes
exhibit knees and branching but they remain straight
tween these well-localized modifications in structure.
quantitative investigation by x-ray diffraction, TEM, an
electron microdiffraction of the defect removal by therm
annealing up to 3000 °C of catalytically produced MWCN
showed that the interlayer spacing of as-grown tubes ma
as large asd0NT(200)50.342 35 nm, and this spacing d
creases after the highest-temperature annealing todNT(200)
50.339 82 nm.36 Parallel to the reduction of the interlaye
spacing, the electron-diffraction pattern shows the incre
of graphitic ordering. Indeed, the HRTEM images of ca
lytically grown nanotubes taken in an as-grown state m
show from mild37 to strong38 crumbling of the layers consti
tuting the tube. The global morphology of the grown nan
tubes is heavily influenced by the growth temperature in
range 550 °C–850 °C;38 the lower the growth temperature
the more curved the tubes. Although the HRTEM images
not readily identify the kind of defects, it is reasonable
accept that the crumbling of the perfect graphene sheets
the curved shape of the nanotubes are caused by the in
poration of nonhexagonal rings.

Atomic resolution STM images and STS spectra show
that even in the case of single-wall nanotubes grown by la
ablation, for which a growth temperature over 2000 °C m
be assumed, 10% of the nanotubes may incorporate non
agonal rings.17 This is a very strong argument for the fa
that the nanotubes grown at much lower temperatures
contain a much larger fraction of nonhexagonal rings.

When a catalytic nanotube starts growing, the first ste
the encapsulation of the catalyst particle by graphiticlike l
ers. Since most catalyst particles have rounded shapes,
cially in the melt or premelt state, this can be achieved o
if some nonhexagonal rings are incorporated in the graph
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sheet. Most frequently the nonhexagonal rings are incor
rated randomly, and randomly curved tubes are produc
However, under specific conditions such as those use
Refs. 3, 20, and 21, a particular combination of hexago
and nonhexagonal rings may be achieved, which has a
bility comparable to that of graphene, see Table I. At the l
growth temperatures used in the catalytic process, suc
combination may not anneal out, when the growing layer~s!
separate from the catalytic particle. Then the addition of n
carbon atoms to the growing tube has to match the struc
of the already grown layer~s! to achieve the energy mini
mum.

A justified question is why in the single-wall carbon nan
tubes grown by the catalytic procedure no regularly coi
carbon nanotubes found? As the data of Ref. 3 show,
growth temperature has a strong influence on the morp
ogy of the grown tubes even if all other parameters are k
constant. Similar findings were reported for the case
coiled carbon filaments,39 which have a thickness in th
range of several hundreds of nanometers. A very narrow t
perature range from 740 °C to 820 °C was found in tho
regular coils that were produced. It is worth pointing out th
for the case of vapor-grown graphitic filaments, it was sho
that the backbone of the filament is a carbon nanotube, o
which amorphous carbon is deposited.40,41 It is then justified
to assume that in the case of the regular coils reported in
39, the core of the growing coil may be a nanotube, t
Taking into account that the single-wall carbon nanotub
grown by the catalytic method are produced in the range
temperatures around 1000 °C, it is unlikely to find coil
tubes at this temperature. On the other hand, single-w
tightly wound carbon nanotube coils have been found
STM in catalytic tubes grown at 700 °C by the decompo
tion of acetylene over a Co catalyst.42 Coiled and branched
carbon nanotubes were grown on graphite substrates at r
temperature by a different method: the deposition of carb
clusters resulted from C60 decomposition.10 However, in this
experiment the growth does not take place on catalyst
ticles, but the fullerene fragments may take a conformat
which will promote the growth of coiled tubes.

One of the structures with the stability close to that
graphene is the necklace of pearls~0,4!. It should be pointed
out that the increase ofn for these (0,n)-type structures re-
sults in the increase of diameter of the ‘‘pearl,’’ while th
periodicity of the object is conserved due to the way
which the heptagonal rows are arranged in the sheet sh
in Fig. 1. This means that the necklaces of pearls can
easily generated as multishell objects. As a matter of fact
a recent paper,43 Jourdainet al. describe pearl-shaped re
gions on catalytically grown carbon nanotubes. It is rema
able that according to their growth mechanism, the cata
particle is in a molten state during the growth, so that
shape cannot determine the shape of the pearl, but the
cessive pearls still show similarity in shape. In contrast
their pearls which contain encapsulated catalysts, sim
structures have been reported by Blanket al.,44 which are
made of a succession of empty, roughly spherically sha
‘‘pearls.’’ The authors called these structures ‘‘surface mod
lated spherical layer nanotubes’’~see Fig. 7 in Ref. 44!.
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PH. LAMBIN, G. I. MÁRK, AND L. P. BIRÓ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 205413 ~2003!
These types of nanotubes were observed when the ca
vapor was generated using a mixture of C60 and Fe. The
HRTEM images clearly show that the walls of the pearls
constituted from slightly crumbled sheets, contrary to ot
carbon nanostructures produced in the same installa
which have straight, well-graphitized walls~see Fig. 6 in
Ref. 44!. We may identify these crumbled sheets with Hae
elite sheets.

The Haeckelite 57-336-type plane itself, Fig. 1, is a
stable structure which, if allowed to relax freely in thre
dimensions will transform into a crumbled sheet that ha
binding energy of27.05 eV/atom, close to that of graphen
The crumbling is caused by the relaxation of stress in
duced by the stressors. On the other hand the structure
not have to be perturbed by inserting into it polygons wh
are not ‘‘naturally’’ incorporated. This means that when
structure such as that formed by wrapping such a shee~as
discussed earlier in this paper! grows in low-temperature
conditions, with low mobility of adatoms and possibly on
spherically shaped molten or solid catalytic particle—t
curvature of which selected a particular Haeckelite sh
from the multitude of possible arrangements—it is mo
likely that the newly arriving carbon atoms will be incorp
rated in a way determined by the structure of the sheet m
than any other way, including the atomic arrangement co
sponding to a graphene sheet. This is a mechanism tha
explain the question that previously did not have a satis
tory answer: why are some of the experimentally produ
coils so regularly coiled? Although structurally correct, t
previous models did not elucidate which mechanism fac
tates the regular switching back and forth from the format
of a perfect graphitic network and the local incorporation
pentagons or heptagons.

We believe that the above results may prove useful for
interpretation of the experimental data. For example,
STM image of the coil in Fig. 5~a! of Ref. 10 is clearly a
single-strand coil, but the object shown in Fig. 5~b! was in-
terpreted to be a double-strand coil in a similar way to
multiple coils reported in Refs. 20 and 21. As long as su
objects are rarely found, one may accept the accidental in
coiling of two identical pitch coils. However, when such o
jects can be produced on a regular basis, it is difficult
propose a mechanism which would be responsible for
systematic production of multistrand coils with identic
pitch values. It seems reasonable to identify these mu
strand objects with Haeckelite-type tubes produced under
specific growth conditions used.

When the growth takes place at higher temperatures,
mobility of adatoms and even the mobility due to the therm
energy of the already incorporated carbon atoms is h
enough—as shown by the annealing experiments carried
by Andrewset al.36—to allow jumping over the energy bar
rier which separates a certain Haeckelite-type sheet from
slightly more stable graphene sheet. Therefore in the arc
the laser ablation grown nanotubes only isolated defects
found, whereas the catalytically grown nanotubes may
20541
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fully constituted of Haeckelite tubes, or in the case of ra
domly curved tubes, from pieces of different Haeckel
structures.

The Haeckelite 57-336 sheet discussed in the present p
per is just one of the many possible ones, yet it generat
very rich variety of shapes. It is reasonable to assume tha
starting from different sheets it is possible to build multip
shell structures, such as the ones more frequently obse
experimentally.3,20,21

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A family of Haeckelite-type, tubular carbon nanostru
tures with complex shapes was generated using a sim
formalism to the one usually applied for the generation
straight, graphitic carbon nanotubes. The stability of the fu
relaxed 57-336-type sheet was found to be close to that o
graphene plane. The structures are constructed by rolling
a perfect, threefold coordinated carbon network built fro
two azulene units~fused 5–7 rings! and three hexagons. Th
bond joining the two adjacent pentagons was found to b
stress concentrator of the structure, which we call a stres
The shape the tubular structures take after energy minim
tion using the Brenner-Tersoff potential is strongly infl
enced by the way in which the stressors are placed in the
cell. A large variety of stable structures was construct
single and multistrand coils; straight, circular section tub
on which multiple stressor stripes spiral along the axis, p
ducing both topographic features and STM current maxim
pearl-necklace-type structures with a very high degree of
bility and from which one can easily build multishell stru
tures, etc. Most frequently the structures investigated in
tail are semiconductors with a gap of approximately 0.6
and sometimes nearly metallic structures are found too, s
as the~4,0! and ~5,2! nanotubes~see Table I!.

The STM images calculated using a tight-binding form
ism showed that due to the large number of nonhexago
rings, no atomic resolution is to be expected on Haeckel
type tubular structures, and the positive stressors are as
ated with tunneling current maxima.

By comparing our constructions to experimental results
some unusual-looking carbon nanostructures, we tentati
identified some of the double- and triple-strand coiled tub
and the pearl-necklace-like structures with possible struct
models of those recently reported carbon nano-objects.21,43
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